
Pre-Purchase Inspection

Report No Auction Lot No

132

ABN: 95 933 498 716 MVRL 38236

Inspection Date Year
Odometer - 

Mls / Km
VIN

9/03/2021 1967 68,468km RT5512002

EXTERIOR Good Fair Repair N/C N/A

Presentation a  
Glass a  
Bodywork a   
Paintwork a  
Lamps Condition a
Bumper Bars a
Brightwork a
Seals a  
Convertible Roof  a
INTERIOR Good Fair Repair N/C N/A

Boot Area a
Seats & Belts a
Floor Coverings a
Headlining/Visors a
Trim a
Doors a
Windows and Mirrors a
Heating and Ventilation a
Lights/Wipers/Washers/Horn a
Other Electrical a
Entertainment Equipment a
ABS/SRS a
UNDERBODY Good Fair Repair N/C N/A

Structure a
Corrosion a
Powertrain a
Exhaust a
Brakes a
Wheels & Tyres a  
Steering & Suspension a
Fuel System a
Fluid Leaks a

Pge 1/2

ENGINE BAY Good Fair Repair N/C N/A

Comments

Patch panels and repairs to L/H sill and outriggers. Several areas of surface corrosion on 

underbody. Extensive use of underseal.

Make/Model

Toyota Corona 1600 GT-5

 

 

Overall Rating Comments

Pesents well, repairs as listed.

Comments

Front valance damaged.

 Poor paintwork in boot and door apertures. Cracks in driver's door frame.

Front Uni joint U/S.

Evidence of repairs to R/H/F inner guard. Evidence of repairs to rear suspension 

mounting points. Corrosion in floorpan.

After market air filters not secured,accelerator cable mount modified.

Comments

Diff wet.

Majority of components are worn and or perished.

Original radio turns on unable to tune.

Comments

Front rotors are rusted, hoses and pipes have been coated in underseal. Oil leaking from 

rear drum brakes.

 Gear lever boot not secured.

Fan N/W, so unable to check other functions.

Poor paintwork,some wiring painted over.

Minor tears in passenger seat.



Presentation a
Fluid Levels/Condition a
Cooling System a
Power Steering a
Electrical a
Engine Running a
Air Conditioning  a
ROAD TEST Good Fair Repair N/C N/A

Engine Performance a  
Transmission a
Noise and Vibration a
Steering and Suspension a
Braking a
Clutch a  
Instruments a

NumN Numerousn

Numerous NN

Good U/S Unservicable

Fair N/S Not secure

Repair N/W Not working

Wetting N/A Not Applicable

Leaking N/C Not checked

Pge 2/2

Clock,fuel guage and temp gauge N/W.

Carburettors require attention, lacks performance and blows black smoke.

Slight valve noise evident in top of engine.

Comments

Key

The following items are not included in this inspection report : - Engine Compressions, inspection of Cam/Timing Belt(s) or any internal 

mechanical components.  

This pre-purchase inspection report is not a substitute for a roadworthy certificate and in no way implies the vehicle will or will not pass a roadworthy 

inspection.

Vehicle requires substantial work or restoration

Vehicle is in poor condition and in need of TLC

Vehicle is commensurate with age and useable

Vehicle is in very good condition 

Vehicle is in excellent condition 

Disclaimer

This is a visual inspection only carried out by Classic Automobilia (MVRL38236). No components are removed to aid in the inspection and any faults listed 

have not been conclusively diagnosed. Road tests are conducted on local roads of speeds up to 60Km/h. The vehicle underbody was visually inspected on a 

vehicle hoist. 

Classic Automobilia (MVRL38236) will not be held liable or responsible in regards to any claim(s) in relation to this report or any implied influence to your 

decision to purchase the vehicle.

Requires repair, replacement or refurbishment

Fluid escaping and dripping

Fluid escaping with the potential to drip

General Comments

Operational or well presented at time of inspection

Commensurate for age of vehicle but has wear and tear


